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Fintech Lab signs with The HLX to create the world’s first Islamic Digital Economy
Hub
Fintech Lab is an industry curator that provides specialized training and start-up accelerator programs
for companies and individuals on Islamic Digital Economy (IDE). Being the industry and knowledge
curator, Fintech Lab was founded with an objective to bridge the gap between the tech and finance
industry via e-learning.
Fintech Lab is the creator of the first Islamic Digital Economy Accelerator Program in the world. The
Accelerator was created to provide guidance and mentorship for start-ups in order to build the IDE
ecosystem. Through our strategic partnership with the Malaysian Digital Economy Corporation
(MDEC) companies that go through our IDE Accelerator Program will gain extensive technical
knowledge in running their business, gain regional market access and will be presented new
opportunities to connect with potential investors.
As part of its quest to curate the “best of breed” knowledge for its capacity building programs, Fintech
Lab partners with World renowned business schools and World class professional programs. Our
esteemed partners include companies and institutions such as Fintech School, Gnowbe, Sea Anchor,
the University of California Berkeley and IE Business School’s Saudi-Spanish Centre for Islamic
Economics and Finance (SCIEF). Collaborations with these partners bring Malaysia the best cutting
edge and up to date knowledge in the fields of Fintech, Blockchain, Robotics, Data Analytics,
Business Management and Entrepreneurship, and IR 4.0.
Today’s signing officiates Fintech Lab partnership with The HLX to set up the first IDE Hub within
the The HLX ecosystem.
Commenting on the signing with HLX, Abdullah Hidayat the Co-Founder & Managing Director of
Fintech Lab commented that “We are really pleased with our partnership with The HLX in the IDE
space. We believe that The HLX provides the right environment and eco system for the IDE
companies to thrive. As the IDE is at its nascent stage, it is very crucial for us to provide the right
support and strategic exposure to the companies. With the support from The HLX, Fintech Lab aims
to help the IDE companies grow and scale faster”.
Commenting on the collaboration with Fintech Lab, Mohamed Reezan the General Manager of HLX
also commented that “We believe this collaboration will mark the start of greater awareness towards
the Islamic Digital Economy (IDE) with Malaysia taking the lead on the world stage”.
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